Privacy Policy

Data protection

Welcome to the Becker Technologies website. We appreciate your interest in our company. Protection of the personal data you entrust to us is a priority for us, and we want you to feel safe and secure when you visit our website.

It is important to us that you are fully informed about the personal data that we collect when you use our online offers and services, and are familiar with how we use them.

Intended use of data processing

Wherever Becker Technologies processes personal data, such processing is carried out for the purposes defined in this data privacy statement.

Processing of personal data

Visiting our website

We record and save your computer's IP address in order to send the contents of our website visited by you to your computer (e.g. texts, pictures, and files provided for downloading, etc.) (cf. Art. 6 (1) lit. b GDPR).

In as far as we process your data as described above for the purpose of providing the functions of our website, you are contractually bound to make these data available to us.

Transfer to third parties

In the context of web hosting, the following data is collected from you by our service provider 1 & 1 IONOS SE, Elgendorfer Straße 57, 56410 Montabaur, which is anonymised directly during the collection:
- Referrer (previously visited website)
- Requested web page or file
- Browser type and browser version
- Operating system used
- Device type used
- Time of access
- IP address in anonymous form (only used to determine the location of access)
The data is collected out of a legitimate interest to ensure the security and stability of the offer and to be able in order to provide the highest possible quality of service to visitors of the website. The data will be stored for 8 weeks, not disclosed to other parties and not transferred to third countries outside the EU. The information on this data processing can also be found here: https://www.ionos.de/hilfe/datenschutz/datenverarbeitung-von-webseitenbesuchern-ihres-11-ionos-produktes/11-ionos-webhosting/.

We have concluded a contract with 1&1 for order processing. This contract is intended to ensure that 1&1 handles your personal data in accordance with data protection regulations.

**Intended data transfer to third countries**

At present, data transfer to third countries is not planned. Otherwise we will establish the required legal conditions. In particular, you will be informed of the respective recipients or categories of recipients of the personal data in line with the legal requirements.

**Security**

Becker Technologies takes appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect any personal data you provide to Becker Technologies from accidental or intentional manipulation, loss, destruction, or access by unauthorized parties. This also applies to any external services purchased. We verify the effectiveness of our data protection measures and continuously improve them in line with technological development. Any personal data entered are encrypted during transfer using a secure encryption process.

**Standard periods for deletion of data**

Legislation has defined numerous data storage periods and obligations. At the end of these periods, the relevant data will be routinely deleted. Data that are not affected by the above storage periods and obligations are deleted or anonymized as soon as the purposes defined in this data privacy statement no longer apply. Unless this data privacy statement includes other deviating provisions for data storage, we will store any data we collect for as long as they are required for the above purposes for which they were collected.

**Analyse Tool – Webanalytics**

This website uses the analysis services of 1&1-Webanalytics. Provider is 1&1 Internet SE, Elgendorfer Straße 57, D - 56410 Montabaur. Within the scope of analyses with 1&1, visitor numbers and behaviour (e.g. number of page views, duration of a website visit, bounce rates), visitor sources (i.e. from which page the visitor comes), visitor locations and technical data (browser and operating system versions) can be analysed. For this purpose 1&1 stores the following data in particular:
- Referrer (previously visited website)
- requested web page or file
- Browser type and browser version
- Operating system used
- used device type
- Time of access
- IP address in anonymous form (only used to determine the location of access)

According to 1&1, data collection is completely anonymous, so that it cannot be traced back to individual persons. Cookies are not stored by 1&1-Webanalytics. The storage and analysis of data is based on Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f DSGVO. The website operator has a legitimate interest in the statistical analysis of user behaviour in order to optimise both his website and his advertising. Further information on data collection and processing by 1&1 Webanalytics can be found in the following link: https://www.ionos.de/hilfe/datenschutz/datenverarbeitung-von-webseitenbesuchern-ihrer-11-ionos-produktes/webanalytics/

Other data use and deletion

Any further processing or use of your personal data will generally only be carried out to the extent permitted on the basis of a legal regulation or where you have consented to data processing or data use. In the case of further processing for other purposes than the ones for which the data were originally collected, we will inform you about these other services and provide you with all other significant information before further processing.

Rights concerning the processing of personal data

Right of access

On request, you have the right to obtain information from us about the personal data concerning you and processed by us, to the extent defined in Art. 15 GDPR. You can send your request either by mail or email to the addresses given below.

Right to rectification

You have the right to require us to rectify any inaccurate personal data concerning you without undue delay (Art. 16 GDPR). For this purpose, please contact the address given below.

Right to deletion

Where the legal reasons defined in Art. 17 GDPR apply, you have the right to immediate deletion (“right to be forgotten”) of personal data concerning you. These legal reasons include: the personal data are no longer necessary for the purposes for which they were processed, or you withdraw your consent, and there are no other legal grounds for processing; the data subject objects to the processing (and there are no overriding legitimate grounds for processing—does not apply to objections to direct advertising). To assert your above right, please contact the contact address given below.

Right to restriction of processing

If the criteria defined in Art. 18 GDPR are fulfilled, you have the right to restriction of processing as established in the above article of the GDPR. According to this article,
restriction of processing may be called for in particular if processing is unlawful and the data subject opposes deletion of the personal data and requests the restriction of their use instead, or if the data subject has objected to processing according to Art. 21 (1) GDPR as long as it is unclear whether our legitimate interest overrides the interest of the data subject. To assert your above right, please contact the contact address given below.

Right to data portability

You have the right to data portability as defined in Art. 20 GDPR. This means you have the right to receive the personal data concerning you, which you have provided to us, in a structured, commonly used, and machine-readable format, and have the right to transmit those data to another controller, such as another service provider. Prerequisite is that processing is based on consent or a contract, and is carried out using automated means. To assert your above right, please contact the contact address given below.

Right to object

You have the right to object at any time under Art. 21 GDPR to processing of personal data concerning you which is based on Art 6 (1) lit. e or f GDPR, on grounds relating to your particular situation. We will desist from processing your personal data unless we can demonstrate compelling legitimate grounds for processing which override your interests, rights, and freedoms, or unless processing is for the establishment, exercise, or defence of legal claims. To assert your above right, please contact the contact address given below.

Right to file a complaint with a supervisory authority

If you think that processing of personal data concerning you and carried out by us is unlawful or impermissible, you have the right to file a complaint with the supervisory authority responsible for us. You can contact this authority at

Der Hessische Datenschutzbeauftragte
Postfach 31 63
D-65021 Wiesbaden
Phone: +49 611 1408-0
Email: poststelle@datenschutz.hessen.de

Data Protection Officer

Please address any questions regarding the processing of your personal data, requests for information, applications, or complaints directly to our data protection officer, who will be happy to be of service:

Email: nina.walther@tuevhessen.de
Phone: 0160 90572527
Contact data of the controller:
Becker Technologies GmbH
Rahmannstraße 11
D-65760 Eschborn
Germany
Phone: +49 61 96 / 9 36 – 0
Email: info@becker-technologies.com